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HTR Monthly Report   Going On-Line  

Most of you are reading this paper edition of the 
HTR Monthly Report for the last time and will be 
downloading (or viewing) the on-line reproduction 
beginning February 1st.  If you are not a regular 
download customer or not currently active on the 
Internet, then you will need to subscribe for future 
mailings of this valuable resource.   
 

Beginning with this issue, the HTR Monthly Report 
will appear on-line for subscribers to view or 
download in PDF format (Adobe Reader required).  
The PDF newsletter will only be available from our 
member download area.  This means you must have 
an active Internet account with HTR to acquire it this 
way.  The on-line HTR Monthly Report is included 
with your monthly subscription fee.  We expect to 
archive each edition and keep the back issues 
available in the future.  Selected articles will appear 
on the free HTR web-site 
 

If you would like to continue having the paper edition 
of the HTR Monthly Report mailed to you, then 
please utilize the flier enclosed to subscribe for the 
coming year.  The cost is $79 for 12 issues, which 
covers my expenses for printing and mailing.  All 
current subscriptions have now run out, so please 
renew or you won’t be receiving the February issue 
by mail.     
 

Thoroughbred Birthday and 3yr old Racing 
All racehorses have their birthday on January 1st as 
usual this year.  Those pesky 2yr old races will now 
be carded for 3yr olds, and the 3yr olds (turning four) 
will be required to race against older horses from 

now on.  Most thoroughbreds are born between 
February and May each year.  Only a handful are 
actually foaled in January, meaning that most Derby 
candidates are still under three years of age when 
they begin their Triple Crown preparations.  It can 
sometimes pay to notice an early foaling month for a 
3yr, but this is rarely a factor because all horses 
mature at different cycles.  Actual birth date is not 
as important as noticing dramatic improvement or 
subtle signs of class such as a powerful turn time 
(velocity).   
 

With so much attention paid to the three-year-olds 
early in the year, we need to remind ourselves when 
handicapping these races that they are an entirely 
different animal than the older horses.  Most are 
healthy and still growing.  All are learning the game, 
still green and perhaps clumsy.  Be willing to forgive 
bad efforts in the past-performances and focus on 
the positive.  Below are signs of positive 
development for youngsters that may help us find a 
longshot. 
– 

1. The 3yr is running choppy (good and then bad 
races), but is improving on the good ones. 

2. The 3yr is improving even as the distances get 
longer, or the surface changes (to turf). 

3. Even more impressive (than #2) is when the 3yr 
continues to improve despite raises in class. 

4. Sudden dramatic improvement in speed figures.  
While this may cause one to pause with an older 
runner and rightly assume a backward reaction, 
it is more likely that a healthy 3yr has hit on a 
combination of learning and physical maturity at 
once.  Most longshot Ky Derby winners fit this 
pattern in the weeks prior to the big race. 

5. High turn of speed early in a race - first fraction 
and/or turn-time velocity.  The youngster will 
learn to ration the speed and carry the energy 
further.  Almost every horse that displays 
impressive early speed will go on to win races at 
some level in their career.     

 

Please Take Note 
The PRAT 2000 software upgrade discussed throughout 
this issue is a fantastic tool for handicapping 3yr old 
races.  Many longshot players will specialize with the 
threes because they have come to understand the cycles 
of improvement hidden in the chaos of 3yr past-
performance lines. 
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The Thinking Handicapper 
Figures and Form Cycle 

 

This issue of HTR Monthly Report is devoted entirely to the subject of time-based ratings and figures and using 
them to predict outcomes and analyze form cycle.  Let’s begin by defining and reviewing several of the items I’ll 
be discussing herein.  Please download the PRAT upgrade or demo from our software web-site as it will be 
referred to often in this text and illustrations.   
 

• Speed figures are a method of quantifying the final time of a race run for any competing horse.  The 
numbers are usually comparable among all runners if they are calculated with the following four items: (1) the 
final time of the race for the winner and the beaten lengths of all the other finishers; (2) a track-to-track 
adjustment to compensate for differing surface speeds; (3) a distance adjustment to compare final times run 
at different furlong ranges; (4) a daily track variant to adjust for the day to day (or race to race) differences 
in the speed of the surface and/or atmospheric conditions.   

 

• Performance ratings are another method of numerically quantifying the effort put forth by a horse in a 
race.  These can include final time and all the adjustments described above, yet are not limited to that single 
entity.  Items used to make performance ratings (PER) in the HTR or PRAT software include: (1) fractional 
times for each horse instead of finish time only; (2) track class rating that adjusts for the differences in the 
overall quality of the runners on a specific circuit; (3) whole race variant that is computed by using fractional 
race times rather than only the final time.  Other methods of computing performance ratings can include 
adjustments for trips & trouble such as racing wide or breaking slowly, weight carried, wind speed, track 
bias, field composition, class and running style.  Some of these items are entirely subjective and based on 
visual observation or theory.  That’s ok if the figures work, nobody argues with success! 

 

• Pace ratings are similar to speed figures except that the numbers are created based on fractional points of 
call.  Most practitioners (including HTR software) utilize the 4f time in a sprint 6f call in route race to create 
the figures.  The same adjustments as listed for speed figures are utilized.  Pace figures used in tandem with 
speed figures are a valuable tool for advanced handicappers.   

 

• Form cycle analysis is an attempt to predict a horse’s improvement or decline in performance based on 
the figures or running patterns from past races.  Another phrase for this evaluation is race fitness.  
Thoroughbreds are creatures of habit and so are the humans that coach them – patterns can be detected.  
Yet form cycle is a challenging methodology that is often perplexing to the very best practitioners, and so the 
door is always open for diligent handicappers to break new ground.  

 

• Ragozin or Thorograph sheets.  Commercial products that organize their past-performances so that 
speed figures and form cycle in combination are the sole focus.  Unlike most other types of figures, the 
sheet numbers are computed such that the lower numbers represent better efforts.    

• PRAT or Performance Rating Analysis Tool, is the HTR software program that was specifically designed 
for form cycle analysis.  It will be fully explained throughout this newsletter.   
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Speed Figures and Performance Ratings  
 

As we have often discussed in this newsletter, the systematic use of speed figures will not make you any money at 
the track.  A severe drop in the average win mutuel of top figure horses during the 1990’s resulted in the complete 
collapse of profitability for any mechanical approach.  Everyone seems to know who the fastest horse is based on 
recent races.  The popular Beyer figures are available for almost nothing, and there are dozens of inexpensive 
final time speed figures to be retrieved on the Internet.  The good news for value oriented handicappers is that the 
heavy bettors are still wagering tirelessly on top figure runners.  Many of the heavy hitters (including owners, 
trainers and jockey agents) are using the Ragozin or Thoro-Graph sheets to quickly find the high figure/improving  
to make their selections.  This occurs despite the continual advice from the proprietors of those products that you 
must interpret the performance cycles, not just compare the numbers to get good results. 
 

 

Jim Cramer of Handicappers Data Warehouse computes the excellent speed figures and track variants that are 
utilized in various formats within HTR software.  He spends about 4 hours a day working on his ratings and 
checking them for reliability and errors.  Changes are made if the numbers are not perfect and quality control is 
constant.  He has a passion for it.  Jim’s numbers will usually out-perform other commercial figures when 
compared in static tests.  The HTR performance ratings apportion part of the variant from Jim’s data, but the new 
PRAT <2> output is strictly based on Cramer’s final time ratings.  The only difference is that I have translated 
them to the popular sheet style numbers for familiarity.  A fair test of Cramer’s speed number vs. HTR and other 
methods is upcoming.  
 

Those of us that develop, examine and distribute various types of figures have discovered that you just cannot 
outdo using a horse’s most recent number for comparative results and overall predictability.  Substantial tests over 
time have proven this.  I have tried many methods to come up with a more acceptable and seemingly rational 
method of choosing a horse’s projected figure.  For example: take the best figure in the last 90 days at or near 
today’s distance and surface.  Ok, but many entrants would not get a rating based on that criteria so now you 
have to conceive a subset of rules such as: and if they do not have a qualifying figure then select the best 
figure within the last 90 days, and if they have been laid off for more than 90 days then choose the best 
figure from the last two starts …etc. etc.  This is madness, not just for coding into the computer tests, but 
because it makes the blatant assumption that a horse will repeat a figure based on categorical human logic.  
Racehorses don’t like to cooperate with our clear concepts of systemic reasoning!  Despite the simplicity, using 
the last race figure is the most reliable method of comparing horses for speed and particularly for testing fairly the 
various brands of commercial figures. 

The Sheets.  This is a trademark name for the popular and accurate Ragozin Sheets handicapping tool.  Len Ragozin and 
partners are responsible for educating thousands of people in the art of figure/form cycle analysis over the last 30 years.  I 
strongly recommend the book The Odds Must Be Crazy, authored by Ragozin.   Jerry Brown was one of their students and 
has a competing sheet called Thoro-Graph that has similar numbers with additional enhanced data.  These publications have 
become particularly faddish with backstretch types looking to claim horses or find sure winners with dominating figures to 
wager big bucks on.  The cost for these sheets is a prohibitive $30 or more/per track/per day – ouch!  Are they worth it?  If 
you are going to utilize them as you would any other speed figure – to find the fastest horse in the race on paper – they are 
a wasted purchase.  If you expend the effort and long hours necessary to study and understand the numbers and are willing 
to accept a substantial learning curve, yes, they will probably pay for themselves in time and then return profits.  I have a far 
less expensive, accurate and well-organized high-tech alternative to the sheets using the PRAT 2000 software, available 
free for HTR subscribers.  
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 Testing the Figures 
 

The description of this very fair and accurate test deserves a detailed text. 
 

Test Items :  Jim Cramer speed numbers, DRF style speed rating, DRF + Var,  
HTR performance rating (PER), HTR pace rating. Morning line odds ranking (as a benchmark). 
 

The Cramer speed number is computed by Jim Cramer for use in the HDW racefiles.  Independent tests confirm 
this number is equal or better in quality to similar ratings such as Beyer, BRIS speed figures. 
 

The HTR performance rating (PER) is based on fractional speed, similar in computation to average pace velocity; 
the adjustments used are computed with a combination of Jim Cramer’s projected variant and the full-race variant 
that Tom Brohamer and I created for Modern Pace Handicapping Software in 1994. 
 

The HTR pace rating is found on screen <5> in the HTR past-performances.  It is computed with the same 
adjustment as described above, but the figure is taken from the 4 furlong call in sprints, and the 6 furlong marker in 
route races.  Adding the pace figure to the PER rating will give us another perspective on these numbers in 
tandem.  
 

The DRF style speed rating is congruent to the old style Daily Racing Form speed number.  For decades the 
‘Form based the number on a horse’s clocking as compared to the track record.  Today the track 3yr best times 
are used.  Daily Racing Form has an objective discussion of their number in most issues of the ‘Form, please read 
it if you are unfamiliar with this rating method.  The DRF style variant is computed by averaging the speed 
numbers for the day and subtracting from 100 points.  The DRF rating method has always been controversial and 
even vilified by many racing writers and handicappers.  I’ll give you an objective analysis based on real data. 
 

The morning line odds ranking is a great way to benchmark any test of data.  This is because every horse receives 
a morning line number and the results are amazingly consistent over time, regardless of the type of test sample 
examined.  
 

Total races tested: 9,604  all were run between May and December 1999.   
Total horses participating: 75,087  the average field size was about 8 runners. 
Race exclusions : no maidens, no turf races, no wet dirt races were used. 
 

Speed figures based on final time cannot be computed for first time starters and foreign shippers.  The HTR 
performance ratings are projected and estimated for these horses, but that would make the test unfair to the other 
methods, so maiden and grass races were removed from the study to eliminate most possibilities of this happening.  
Also, the focus here is on clock-based ratings, we are comparing figures created from race times and beaten 
lengths, and don’t want any conjecture or extrapolations to cloud the outcome.  Maiden events, grass races and 
wet surfaces can certainly be handicapped using speed figures, but I wanted this test sample to be as pure as 
possible, so they were not used.  All age/sex/class levels were otherwise included. 
 

Impact Value  (impact) is a measure of statistical relevance, a figure of 1.00 is expected for any random sample 
of data, an impact value of greater than 2.00 is strong, and a value below 0.50 is weak.  Impact values are 
necessary to use in tandem with Win% to assimilate the effect of field size and ties in the data.     
 

ROI (return on investment) is measured by betting $1 on every qualifying horse in the sample (including ties) and 
comparing the result to 1.00 ($1 dollar).  Because of parimutuel takeout and breakage, the expected ROI for any 
random item tested is about 0.80 (for every dollar wagered, 80 cents is returned – a 20% loss).   
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 Speed Figure Test Results 
 

A few more notes.  Displaying the ROI beyond the top 3 rankings has little value, so I computed ROI for 1-2-3 
rankings only.  Displaying win% and impact value beyond the top five rankings has no relevance either, but I did 
elect to display how the horse with the worst ranking in each field fared by adding a last data row to the data.  
 

Morning Line Odds (MLO) 
 

Rank  Win%  Impact  ROI    
1          30.7        2.33      0.80 
2          20.4        1.52      0.82 
3          15.3        1.12      0.77 
4          12.7        0.88           
5          09.5        0.70           
last       02.6        0.25           
 

Comments: these are slightly better than average win rates for the MLO.  But that is due to the removal of the 
grass and maiden races causing a reduction in the average field size.  No doubt the public odds maker finds non-
maiden, fast-dirt races easier to handicap as well.  Any factor that can produce a win rate of over 50% with the 
top two ranked horses deserves attention, but the ROI is so low that we may as well bet random numbers.  An 
important point to keep in mind when comparing the MLO with other handicapping factors: the public odds maker 
that submits the MLO for the host track has unlimited resources for analysis.  We are comparing that 
comprehensive approach to an absolute single handicapping factor extracted under very strict circumstances (the 
last start only) with absolutely no additional handicapping.  That makes it a tall order for any solo factor to gain a 
higher win% than the MLO. 
 

Cramer Speed Number. 
 

Rank  Win%  Impact  ROI  
1          27.9        1.99      0.85 
2          18.6        1.40      0.83 
3          13.9        1.08      0.81 
4          11.4        0.90           
5          10.0        0.81           
last       03.1        0.24           
 

Comments: these results are quite good for a final time based speed figure extracted on the basis of a single (last) 
race with no other handicapping.  I suspect that the more popular published speed numbers would have done 
worse in such a strictly defined test.  Remember that speed figures are an attempt to quantify how fast a horse ran 
in a specific race, they are not necessarily a projection of future performance.  The accuracy of the numbers is 
the finite goal of the person that computes them.  The meaning of the numbers and how they are used in harmony 
with all other factors is where the game gets interesting.   
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Speed Figure Test Results 
The DRF Style Figures 

 

The Daily Race Form style speed numbers have been reviled and laughed at over the years.  They are based on 
comparing the final time of any race to a pre-set standard time and deducting one point for each fifth/second and 
one point for each beaten length.  Until the 1980’s, the ‘Form ran this number based on the track records with no 
adjustments for distance, daily variants, the quality of the horses running that day or track to track differences.  
Today the ratings are grouped by distance and surface and are based on the best times run in the last three years 
at each distance.  After Beyer speed figures were included into Daily Race Form it seemed the days of these old 
figures were numbered.  Yet they persist in apparent reverence to old-timers that still want them.  The ‘Form also 
includes a variant that is based on the average of the speed figures run that day from the 100 standard.  Many 
handicappers will add the variant to the raw figure in hopes of better comparison.  We’ll test that too.  
 

DRF Style Figure (3yr best time) 
 

Rank  Win%  Impact  ROI    
1          24.6        1.68      0.86 
2          17.5        1.30      0.78 
3          14.1        1.08      0.76 
4          12.1        0.96           
5          10.8        0.85           
last       05.6        0.44           
 

Comments: there are quite a few ties when ranking horses based on their DRF style figures.  This is reflected in a 
low impact value.  The top ROI is typical of most final time figures however, and it appears that this rating picks 
up most of the same low-odds obvious figure standout winners that other similar (final time) ratings do.  The 
inaccuracy of the DRF type number can be seen when comparing the full range of rankings with that of the 
Cramer number.  For instance, entrants with the worst DRF style speed ranking won 5.6% of the races, while 
they only managed 3.1% with the more reliable Cramer number.     
 

DRF Style Figure + Variant 
 

Rank  Win%  Impact  ROI  
1          25.0        1.68      0.85 
2          17.6        1.29      0.80 
3          14.6        1.12      0.83 
4          12.0        0.95           
5          10.3        0.84           
last       05.1        0.40           
 

Comments:  the data reveal that adding the variant does little to increase the accuracy the DRF style variant.  In 
essence, the DRF style ratings are a simple way of comparing raw final times.  It is doubtful that any successful 
players utilize the DRF type figures anymore, as they realize that there are superior numbers readily available. 
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 Speed Figure Test Results 
The HTR PER Rating  

 

The figures used in HTR software, the PER (performance rating) and the pace ratings are in displayed in Quirin 
style.  Author Dr. William Quirin devised his figure methodology such that the difference between the numbers 
would approximate one length for each point.  Quirin also originated the idea of figure/par compatibility.  This 
means a par number is assigned to every class level that reflects the expected ability of the average winner in that 
type of race.  Then any figures that are created can be compared to that par number for estimating quality or 
potential success at the level.  The applies to pace (early fractional speed) ratings as well.   
 

I decided several years ago not to use standard final time ratings for my primary performance rating.  I thought 
that the HTR figures could be made more representative of actual effort or workload for each horse by creating 
a rating that was similar to average pace velocity.  Thus two things are different from final time speed numbers.  
First, the PER figures in HTR are adjusted with a whole -race track variant, not just a finish time-derived variant.  
Second the figures themselves are computed by using the internal fractions rather than just the final time.  This 
means the effect of pace is incorporated into the rating. All races are assigned a par for estimating the typical 
performance expected for winners for each age/sex/class/distance/surface condition that can be run.  The PER 
ranking found on several screens within HTR software is based on the most recent start.  Full past-performances 
with par/pace/PER ratings can be found on screen <5> in HTR or in graphic style in the PRAT program (more on 
that later).   
 

HTR Peformance Rating (PER) 
 

Rank  Win%  Impact  ROI    
1          26.7        2.04      0.88 
2          18.5        1.43      0.89 
3          14.3        1.12      0.81 
4          11.6        0.91           
5          10.8        0.85           
last       03.6        0.29           
 

Comments: HTR does not allow any ties when ranking the PER.  This results in a high impact value for the win 
percentage.  The win rates are not spectacular for the top two – they are pretty average for most speed figures.  
So I am satisfied that the PER is reasonably accurate for accounting general race performance.  The ROI for the 
top two ranked PER is a step up from most other ratings.  This is an indication that the effect of pace (usually 
early pace) on the final figures is not as compelling to the public wagering as is the final time or the associated 
speed figure.  How the horse accomplished the figure may often be more important than the time itself. 

 

 Testing the Figures 
The HTR Pace Figure 

 

Pace figures are another method of quantifying performance by the clock.  These numbers are computed based on 
times and beaten lengths measured before the finish.  The pace figures in HTR are measured at the 4 furlong 
mark in sprints and the 6 furlong pole in routes.  They are found on screen <5> in HTR Software or with option 
<1> of the new PRAT update.  Read about PRAT on the next page.   
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Pace figures allow us a completely different perspective on a race.  They help us to understand poor final times in 
many instances, especially if the horses engage in a suicidal speed duel.  The pace rating can point out underlying 
weakness in what appears to be a strong final figure, if the winner was allowed to set soft early fractions with no 
pressure.  Improving pace figures are a subtle sign of solid form that portend many longshot winners. 
 

While pace ratings are extremely beneficial, the public has never really embraced them.  A small percentage of 
those using speed ratings check the corresponding pace figures.  This could be because pace figures are not as 
easy to assess in the minds of most players, and the fact that pace numbers are not readily available from most 
sources in a side-by-side format (as they are in HTR).  Pace figures are even disdained by some in the 
mainstream of handicapping thought, including many followers of Ragozin Sheets, Thoro-Graph, and to a lesser 
extent, the practitioners of Beyer figures.  So the opportunities are still out there to make money using pace 
numbers.    
 

As in the previous tests, the horses were ranked according to the (pace) figure run in their most recent outing. 
 

HTR Pace Ratings 
 

Rank  Win%  Impact  ROI    
1          22.5        1.73      0.94 
2          17.2        1.32      0.91 
3          14.4        1.12      0.84 
4          12.3        0.94           
5          10.9        0.89           
last       05.3        0.42           
 

Comments: the ROI is the obvious story here.  Despite a lower win% than all the other ratings, the pace rankings 
deliver superior return on investment.  Early speed identification pays off in North American racing.  Longshots 
with strong pace rankings are the best bets in all of horse racing and they continue to win week after week. 
 

Conclusions on the study.  Speed figures are a way of life for almost all thoroughbred handicappers today.  
Technology and computer storage enable very accurate numbers to be produced by dedicated practitioners such 
as Jim Cramer of HDW.  It is easy and inexpensive for any horseplayer to become aware of the entrants that 
have run the fastest in the past.  The problem is, this knowledge alone is not profitable.  The figures need to be 
included as part of a comprehensive approach to analysis.   
 

If you have the time and willingness to study thoroughbred past-performance, excellent money can be made with 
the figures discussed in this issue through the use of form-cycle analysis, trip handicapping, pace appraisal and 
extrapolation of improvement or decline.  All of this is offered to you in the newest HTR software upgrade, the 
PRAT (Performance Rating Analysis Tool).     

 

 PRAT Software  HTR Figures 
 

PRAT = Performance Rating Analysis Tool.   There are two options when using the PRAT program.  The first 
utilizes the HTR figures, includes the par for the past-performance line and the horse’s pace figure.  The second 
option is made for pure sheet handicappers and is described on the next page.   
 

PRAT option <1> HTR figures.  Refer to PRAT.TXT help file for more information. 
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Top Header 
§ Program Number 
§ Name of horse (15 character) 
§ Age (eg: 3yr) and sex if female (3yrF).  Age is not trivial, handicapping 3yr’s is a whole different 

ballgame! 
§ Lifetime record, starts/ win-place-show.  
§ Record at exact (or near exact) Distance and Surface.   

Second Header 
§ Morning Line odds 
§ Jockey Name (6 char) with Jockey 365 win% or Jockey/Trainer 365 day win%.  If the J/T have 4 or more 

starts together the number shown is the combination and a “+” is added to designate this.  Otherwise the 
jockey win% is used alone. 

§ Estimated running style for today’s race.  (F, E, P, S, R) 
§ Record at today’s Track.  This includes the surface, dirt or turf.  If today’s race is 1mileTurf at HOL, then the 

record shown reflects the horses starts/win-place-show on the HOL grass only. 
§ Wet dirt record.  Any races run on the wet dirt are tallied.  Wet grass in not included. 
 

Past-Performances 
§ The date area is replaced by a ‘number of days ago’ figure.  This reflects the exact number of days since that 

race occurred (from today’s race date).  The most recent line is today’s actual layoff days (ie: 033 = 33 days). 
§ Name of track where race took place.  If there is an underscore between the days and the track (eg: 

044_AQU) this indicates that start took place after a layoff of 45 days or more. 
§ Distance and surface (D= fast dirt, T= turf, w= wet dirt). 
§ Three letter class designation, and the par for that particular race. 
§ Horse’s actual running style at the first call in that race.  F= was in front, E= was close up within 1-length, P= 

stalking, mid-pack or better and less than five lengths back, S= sustained, was several lengths back and/or 
further than mid-pack, R= was absolutely the last horse down the backstretch. 

§ Pace figure earned by the horse for that start. 
§ If a (*) follows the pace figure it indicates that the race was at the exact distance and surface of today’s race. 
§ Graphic display of the HTR PER ratings.  HTR figures are ranged between 115 and 80 with the higher 

numbers being best.  The graph will be moving up to the left for improving numbers. 
§ Finish position.  An ^ indicates the horse was bet below 3/1 at the end of wagering.  This is not an indication 

of the favorite, but rather a designation that the horse “took money”. 
§ If Lasix or blinkers were used that day, they are noted with L and b respectively. 
§ Post position.  The horses actual post that race. 
§ Trip note; followed by the number of starters (shown on printout only) 

 

PRAT Option <2>  Sheet Emulation/Cramer Speed Figs 
 

The PRAT option <2> will be of interest to those that want an inexpensive and well-organized alternative to the 
sheets style numbers.  Included is the weight information and full trip note.  The commercial sheet numbers 
compute these adjustments into the final figures - which is somewhat controversial - but you may make you own 
mental adjustments to the numbers using the information provided.  Again, I recommend Len Ragozin’s book 
(The Odds Must Be Crazy) for more information, or pick up a copy of the real sheets (Ragozin or Thoro-Graph) 
and read their material and perhaps get a hold of any free written instruction or audio tapes.  They both have web-
sites as well.  I have underlined the differences between this output and the HTR version previously discussed.  
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PRAT option <2> HTR figures.  Refer to PRAT.TXT help file for more information. 
 

Top Header 
§ Program Number 
§ Name of horse (15 character) 
§ Age (eg: 3yr) and sex if female (3yrF).   
§ Lifetime record, starts/ win-place-show.  
§ Record at exact (or near exact) Distance and Surface.   

Second Header 
§ Morning Line odds 
§ Jockey Name (6 char) with Jockey 365 win% or Jockey/Trainer 365 day win%.  If the J/T have 4 or more 

starts together the number shown is the combination and a “+” is added to designate this.  Otherwise the 
jockey win% is used alone. 

§ Weight assigned today. 
§ Record at today’s Track.  This includes the surface, dirt or turf.  If today’s race is 1mileTurf at HOL, then the 

record shown reflects the horses starts/win-place-show on the HOL grass only. 
§ Wet dirt record.  Any races run on the wet dirt are tallied.  Wet grass in not included. 
 

Past-Performances 
§ The date area is replaced by a ‘number of days ago’ figure.  This reflects the exact number of days since that 

race occurred (from today’s race date).  The most recent line is today’s actual layoff days (ie: 033 = 33 days). 
§ Name of track where race took place.  If there is an underscore between the days and the track (eg: 

044_AQU) this indicates that start took place after a layoff of 45 days or more. 
§ Distance and surface (D= fast dirt, T= turf, w= wet dirt 
§ Full age/sex/class/statebred description. 
§ Horse’s running style at the first call in that race.  F= was in front, E= was close up within 1-length, P= 

stalking, mid-pack or better and less than five lengths back, S= sustained, was several lengths back and/or 
further than mid-pack, R= was absolutely the last horse down the backstretch. 

§ Weight carried in that outing. 
§ If a (*) is shown it indicates that the race took place at the exact distance and surface of today’s contest. 
§ Graphic display of Cramer speed figures translated to sheet style numbers.  These figures range between 00 

and 40 with the lower numbers being best.  The graph will be moving up to the left for improving form. 
§ Finish position.  An ^ indicates the horse was bet below 3/1 at the end of wagering.  This is not an indication 

of the favorite, but rather a designation that the horse “took money”. 
§ If Lasix or blinkers were used that day, they are noted with L and b respectively. 
§ Complete trip note. (eg: 4wide, both turns) 

 

Late News 
We have a discussion group now available on our free HTR web site.  Messages (for all to read) 
can be written on-line or you can browse what other handicappers are thinking.  Great place to 
share information with others.  If you haven’t checked out our site in awhile, go to  www. 
homebased2.com/km     

 
PRAT Software – now available from BBS or the HTR web-site.  If you have questions or 
comments, please drop me an email message.   

 

Next month – the entire focus for February is on the data modeler and how to utilize it.   
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HTR Monthly Report newsletter is normally completed at the end of each month, then printed and mailed USPS 
1st Class to subscribers.  The on-line version is available for viewing or download on the 1st of each month and 
is included with the HTR monthly download fee.  If you are not an HTR download customer, or prefer the 
printed version (mailed to you) a newsletter subscription is available for a $79/year.  Comments and suggestions 
are always welcome. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of the newsletter. 
HTR Monthly Report newsletter: $79 for a one year subscription mailed 1st class. 
HTR Software FREE, requires download subscription for use. 
 Download the latest copy of HTR software from our web site. 
 
KM Software, a licensed California business since 1993.  Phone: (714)220-1230  Fax:   (714)693-3399   kmsoft@earthlink.net      
www.homebased2.com/km 


